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Now You Know 
This week’s Parsha is called Chayei This week’s Parsha is called Chayei This week’s Parsha is called Chayei This week’s Parsha is called Chayei 
Sarah, which lSarah, which lSarah, which lSarah, which literally means the iterally means the iterally means the iterally means the 
“lives” of Sarah. It begins by saying, “lives” of Sarah. It begins by saying, “lives” of Sarah. It begins by saying, “lives” of Sarah. It begins by saying, 
“The “The “The “The liveslivesliveslives    of Sarah of Sarah of Sarah of Sarah werewerewerewere    one hundred one hundred one hundred one hundred 
years, and twenty years, and seven years, and twenty years, and seven years, and twenty years, and seven years, and twenty years, and seven 
years, the years of the lives of years, the years of the lives of years, the years of the lives of years, the years of the lives of 
Sarah.”Sarah.”Sarah.”Sarah.”    

While one could explain it to be similar While one could explain it to be similar While one could explain it to be similar While one could explain it to be similar 
to the “life and times” of Sarah, to the “life and times” of Sarah, to the “life and times” of Sarah, to the “life and times” of Sarah, 
meaning thmeaning thmeaning thmeaning the experiences she had e experiences she had e experiences she had e experiences she had 
over the course of her lifetime, or that over the course of her lifetime, or that over the course of her lifetime, or that over the course of her lifetime, or that 
it is simply it is simply it is simply it is simply aaaa    poetic expressionpoetic expressionpoetic expressionpoetic expression,,,,    there there there there 
is another explanation as well.is another explanation as well.is another explanation as well.is another explanation as well.    

Rashi tells us that all the years of Rashi tells us that all the years of Rashi tells us that all the years of Rashi tells us that all the years of 
Sarah’s life were “equal for good.” Sarah’s life were “equal for good.” Sarah’s life were “equal for good.” Sarah’s life were “equal for good.” 
Really? She was estranged for her Really? She was estranged for her Really? She was estranged for her Really? She was estranged for her 
religious belireligious belireligious belireligious beliefs, barren, kidnaped, efs, barren, kidnaped, efs, barren, kidnaped, efs, barren, kidnaped, 
held hostage, and disrespected by held hostage, and disrespected by held hostage, and disrespected by held hostage, and disrespected by 
her maid. Was that all really, “good”?her maid. Was that all really, “good”?her maid. Was that all really, “good”?her maid. Was that all really, “good”?    

The answer, of course, is that to The answer, of course, is that to The answer, of course, is that to The answer, of course, is that to 
Sarah, everything happened for a Sarah, everything happened for a Sarah, everything happened for a Sarah, everything happened for a 
purpose, and she was satisfied with purpose, and she was satisfied with purpose, and she was satisfied with purpose, and she was satisfied with 
that. She understood that Gthat. She understood that Gthat. She understood that Gthat. She understood that G----d only d only d only d only 
does good. When we expdoes good. When we expdoes good. When we expdoes good. When we experience erience erience erience 
difficulties, they are for our own difficulties, they are for our own difficulties, they are for our own difficulties, they are for our own 
growth, and perhaps to atone for  sin. growth, and perhaps to atone for  sin. growth, and perhaps to atone for  sin. growth, and perhaps to atone for  sin. 
Regardless, whatever HaShem sends Regardless, whatever HaShem sends Regardless, whatever HaShem sends Regardless, whatever HaShem sends 
us is for a purposeus is for a purposeus is for a purposeus is for a purpose    and wand wand wand when you hen you hen you hen you 
understand that, everything is good.understand that, everything is good.understand that, everything is good.understand that, everything is good.    

Only one who believes in an afterlife, Only one who believes in an afterlife, Only one who believes in an afterlife, Only one who believes in an afterlife, 
that this isn’t that this isn’t that this isn’t that this isn’t our only existeour only existeour only existeour only existence, can nce, can nce, can nce, can 
feel thefeel thefeel thefeel the    equanimity and serenity in equanimity and serenity in equanimity and serenity in equanimity and serenity in 

whatever happens. Sarah’s life was whatever happens. Sarah’s life was whatever happens. Sarah’s life was whatever happens. Sarah’s life was 
good because she had two worlds in good because she had two worlds in good because she had two worlds in good because she had two worlds in 
mind mind mind mind ––––    this one and the world to this one and the world to this one and the world to this one and the world to 

come.come.come.come.    

Thought of the week: 
Faith is to believe what we 
cannot see and the reward for 
this faith is that one day we 
will see what we believe. 

(Z:DK TYwARB) „.OwM YNBL HwA TXQLW VYNPL WKALM XLwY ... YNXQL RwA OYMwH YQLA ÂH‰ 
“The L-rd, Master of the Heavens Who took me from my father’s home…will send 
His angel before you and you will take a wife for my son from there.” (Gen. 24:7) 

Entrusted with the mission of finding a wife for Yitzchak and a mother for the future Jewish 
People, Eliezer took his job very seriously. He was concerned, however, that the girl he 
might find in Avraham’s homeland would not be willing to return with him. When he voiced 
these concerns, Avraham responded by saying that G-d would send His messenger to 
make Eliezer successful in his mission. 

How could Avraham suggest that if the girl didn’t want to go, HaShem’s angel would 
manipulate her to agree? What happened to the concept of free will? Because of free will, 
Eliezer’s question was a valid one. This is why Avraham then added that if she chose not to 
go, Eliezer would be freed from his oath to find a girl from Avraham’s homeland. But in that 
case, why did Avraham even initially say that HaShem would send His messenger to make 
the girl wish to come back with him?  

The answer is a fundamental understanding in the concept of bechira - free will. The world 
is like a big machine which has many moving parts but they all work together to produce a 
finished item. The Torah is the blueprint, the laws of nature are the gears and moving parts, 
and the people are the raw materials. 

When HaShem has a plan for something, it will happen. If our free will gets in the way, then 
He has many contingency plans for getting things back on track. Sometimes our hands are 
forced when decisions are out of control. Other times, after our choice, HaShem will set 
into motion another series of events that make us change our minds or choose something 
that will have the same effect as the first choice. 

Avraham felt that he was supposed to take a daughter-in-law from his family. He 
understood this to be the Will of Heaven so he gave Eliezer those orders. Since it was part 
of G-d’s plan, Avraham knew it would work out as it was supposed to and His messengers 
would do their part. If the girl balked? Then back off and HaShem will find another way to 
make it happen. 

It is interesting to note that Avraham said, “The L-rd of Heaven” will send His angel. 
Previously, when he asked Eliezer to swear, it was, “By the L-rd of Heaven and Earth.” The 
Ibn Ezra remarks, “For the daughter of so-and-so [shall marry] so-and-so” on Earth, comes 
from Heaven. (For more on this Heavenly proclamation, see Sota 2a, Sanhedrin 22a.) 

Therefore, when Eliezer asked, Avraham said, “The L-rd of Heaven,” Who has already 
decreed who Yitzchak’s bride will be from the moment of conception, will put His plan into 
motion. If, for some reason, the people on Earth aren’t ready to accept it, then HaShem will 
find a workaround and I want you to desist and let Him do what He will. 

Jews from around the world seek out R’ Chaim Kanievsky Shlit”a, for advice, blessings, and 
help. Once, a fellow came to him for a bracha.  He was in his 30’s, single, and he desperately 
wanted to get married and have a Jewish family.  R’ Chaim is known for his brief responses, 
typically just the words, “Bracha v’hatzlacha,” blessing and success.  This time, though, he 
inexplicably added a line.  “Your bashert (intended) hasn’t been born yet.  Bracha v’hatzlacha.”  
The man was visibly shaken.   

A few months later, he came to tell R’ Chaim he was engaged.  His kallah was a giyores 
(convert) whom our Sages say is like a new-born child.  She had not yet converted at the time 
of his last visit to R’ Chaim, and thus had not “been born yet,” just as the Chacham had said.  
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It will happen anyway, 

but you can have a part. 

Print, e-mail, and share Migdal 
Ohr with others.  You’ll be glad 

you did.   
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